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But he didn’t know. 

 

When his voice came, when his fear spread. 

 

This scene fell in the eyes of the four assassins, and it was like a blast of thunder, making the four 

assassins horrified to die. 

 

“Blood…Is the blood wolf scared?” 

 

“God, how could it be possible! The blood wolf’s body is trembling, and he said that this man surnamed 

Lin came to kill him? Could it be that this man surnamed Lin has the ability to kill blood? Wolf?” 

 

“No…impossible! Even if the blood wolf loses its dantian, it is not something that ordinary people can 

deal with. Even the top ten Jiangnan national magicians may not be an opponent of the blood wolf! How 

could he be afraid of this surnamed Lin Door-to-door son-in-law?” 

 

Unbelievable! 

 

Can’t understand! 

 

 

The four assassins looked at Blood Wolf and Lin Fan at this moment, only feeling like they were 

dreaming. 

 

just! 

 

Click! 

 

A cracking sound resounded, and the four assassins saw in horror that the cracking sound came from the 

steel…wolf claw that Lin Fan grabbed! 

 

Above the wolf paw, a crack emerged, but it was crushed. 

 

It’s more than that! 

 

Ka Ka Ka… There were another cracking sounds, which resounded densely. 

 

 

till the end! 

 

Boom… 

 



the iron wolf claws of the blood wolf, in Lin Fan’s hands, were like a child’s fragile toy, completely 

shattered. 

 

boom! 

 

This scene caused the four killers to shake their bodies. 

 

Familiar with! 

 

They had a very familiar feeling for this scene, especially when they thought about it carefully, a terrible 

idea came to the minds of the four killers. 

 

 

“The assassination of Zhang Yichen incident! I… I seem to remember that Great Master Lin once grabbed 

the blood wolf’s wolf claws and… squeezed it?” 

 

“Yes… That’s right! I remember it too, Lin The great master squeezed a wolf claw! No way…you, look at 

this figure surnamed Lin, are you familiar? ” 

 

What! 

 

The four assassins hurriedly looked at Lin Fan again. 

 

After seeing Lin Fan’s thin figure and the scene of confrontation between blood wolves. 

 

His figure, unexpectedly, slowly merged with Grand Master Lin, who was in the impression of the four 

killers. 

 

Exactly… the same! 

 

 

Puff! 

 

One of the assassins, after discovering this, his whole person seemed to have been drained of all his 

strength, and he fell to the ground, completely paralyzed. 

 

“Lin…Grandmaster Lin!” 

 

“He is Grandmaster Lin! We are going to kill…Grandmaster?” 

 

Crazy! 

 

The four assassins only felt their scalp numb at the moment, making them feel terrified. 
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However, at this moment, Lin Fan didn’t care about these four little ant reptiles. Instead, he looked at 

the blood wolf and said playfully: 

 

“This time, I won’t kill you!” 

 

What! 

 

Lin Fan’s words fell in the ears of the blood wolf, making his eyes widened instantly. 

 

“You…you didn’t come to the sea of clouds to kill me?” 

 

Blood Wolf couldn’t believe it. 

 

After all, the last time I met in Jiangshi, and this time it was in Yunhai. If Lin Fan didn’t want to kill 

himself, then why did he come to Yunhai? 

 

How could it appear in front of myself. 

 

“Specially to kill you?” 

 

 

Hearing this, Lin Fan’s mouth suddenly showed a hint of disdain: 

 

“Sorry, you are not qualified to die in my hands!” 

 

What! 

 

As soon as he said this, it fell in the ears of the blood wolf, causing him to breathe temporarily. 

 

humiliation! 

 

This is simply a great humiliation. 

 

He was once one of the top ten killers in East Asia, an invincible super genius. 

 

The person in front of him said that he had no qualifications to die in his hands, which was more 

uncomfortable than killing him. 

 

 

However, even if the blood wolf is angry, he has to admit it. 

 

This is a fact. 



 

He sadly discovered that he really did not have the qualifications to die in Lin Fan’s hands. 

 

Thick bitterness and loss appeared in the corner of Blood Wolf’s mouth, he glanced at Lin Fan intricately, 

and then said; 

 

“Lin, you are very strong! I admit that I am not as good as you, and may not even catch up with you in 

my life!” I admitted. 

 

For a proud person like Blood Wolf, admitting that his skills are inferior to humans is absolutely 

extremely difficult. 

 

And now, he has to admit. 

 

Just after that, the blood wolf said: 

 

 

“But you don’t need to be arrogant! Someone will help me get revenge soon!” The blood wolf stared at 

Lin Fan, a bloody smile appeared at the corner of his mouth: 

 

“My master, it is Great Master Blood Buddha! He will receive news soon, and I look forward to it, you 

and my master will fight!” 

 

Finish! 

 

The blood wolf turned and walked towards the other side of the alley slowly. 

 

Bloody Buddha? 

 

Lin Fan couldn’t help narrowing his eyes when hearing the name. 

 

For some reason, he seemed to be very familiar with this name, but for a while, he couldn’t remember 

where he had heard it. 

 

“Grandmaster?” 

 

 

“But so!” 

 

After finishing speaking, Lin Fan didn’t bother to pay attention to the blood wolf anymore, his eyes 

rolled. 

 

Huh! 



 

The sharp eyes, like two sharp blades, stab at the location of the four killers fiercely. 

 

A fierce arc appeared at the corner of Lin Fan’s mouth. 
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Fortune Restaurant. 

 

Located in the west of Yunhai City, the entire restaurant is thirty stories high. 

 

It belongs to one of the most famous buildings in Yunhai City. 

 

In a Tianzi box on the eighth floor, Bai Yi finally met Cai Guofu, the owner of the Blue Ocean Building. 

 

Cai Guofu is more than 40 years old and has a burly and majestic figure. Today, he wore a brand-new 

suit and dressed extremely elegantly, giving people a sense of dignity as a successful person. 

 

There is always a gentle smile on his face, and it makes people feel good at first sight. 

 

“Hello, Mr. Cai, I’m Bai Yi!” 

 

Bai Yi nodded to Cai Guofu. 

 

 

Although in her opinion, Cai Guofu looks elegant and extraordinary, but Bai Yi always feels 

uncomfortable when he sees this person. 

 

It seemed that under this elegant appearance, there was an evil soul hidden, giving Bai Yi a little more 

defense against Cai Guofu. 

 

“Hahaha, it is said that Miss Bai Yi is the president of Jiangshi ‘s first beauty, I think this sentence is 

wrong!” Cai Guofu smiled. 

 

Especially, after he saw Bai Yi’s exquisite and beautiful face and that enchanting figure, his heart became 

even more enthusiastic. At this moment, he smiled and said: 

 

“From my point of view, Miss Bai Yi should be the number one beauty in Jiangnan. The president is 

right!” 

 

Cai Guofu’s words contained a strong compliment and kindness towards Bai Yi. 

 

But Bai Yi just smiled awkwardly: 



 

 

“Cai has praised it!” 

 

“I wonder if we can talk about the sale of the Blue Ocean Building?” 

 

Bai Yi was unwilling to entangle Cai Guofu too much, and went straight at the moment. theme. 

 

Just hearing this, Cai Guofu is shook his head: 

 

“Ha ha ha …… Miss White Iraq is something straightforward person, Blue Ocean Building, first do not 

worry!” 

 

He said. 

 

Cai Guofu glanced hard at Bai Yi’s chest, and secretly swallowed a mouthful of saliva. Then he opened a 

bottle of Moutai and filled Bai Yi’s wine glass: 

 

 

“Come on, Miss Bai Yi, if you are sincere to buy it. Blue Ocean Building, dry this glass of wine first! ” 

 

What? 

 

Hearing this, Bai Yixiu frowned. 

 

She wanted to refuse, but after seeing Cai Guofu’s attitude that if you don’t drink wine, the Blue Ocean 

Building would not talk about it, Bai Yi could only gritted his teeth, picked up the wine glass, and drank 

it. 

 

“Cai, is this all right?” 

 

Bai Yi only felt his throat acrid and asked, looking straight at Cai Guofu. 

 

Seeing this scene, Cai Guofu’s eyes lit up, and the smile on his face became more intense: 

 

 

“Hahaha…Miss Bai Yi is refreshed! But drinking, pay attention to good things in pairs!” 

 

After finishing, Cai Guofu filled a glass again. 

 

A gesture of “please” was made. 

 

In this scene, Bai Yi’s jade hands were only held together, and her pretty face was slightly ugly. 
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But after seeing Cai Guofu’s firm appearance, she could only bite the bullet, picked up the wine glass, 

and drank it again. 

Drink two glasses in a row. 

Under this high concentration of alcohol, Bai Yi’s pretty face showed a hint of burgundy, making her look 

more gorgeous and charming. 

Seeing the blush on Bai Yi’s pretty face, Cai Guofu just felt his heart beating wildly. 

At this moment, I can’t wait to press this stunner under my crotch, and torment him severely. 

“Cai, can we talk now?” Bai Yi asked in a deep voice, looking directly at Cai Guofu. 

At this moment, her defense against Cai Guofu became more intense. 

“Yes!” 

Cai Guofu smiled slightly, sitting in a chair and said: 

 

“Miss Bai Yi, I can sell you the Blue Ocean Building! However, there are two options.” 

Huh? 

Bai Yi was happy when he heard that Cai Guofu agreed to sell the Blue Ocean Building, but when he 

heard the two choices, Bai Yi asked in confusion: 

“What does Mr. Cai mean?” 

“The first choice!” Cai Guofu Smiled slightly: 

“For money transactions, the Blue Ocean Building will sell it to you at a price of 3 billion!” 

What! 

Three billion! 

 

Bai Yi was stunned. In her estimation, the Blue Ocean Building was worth 1.5 billion at most. 

Although this price is already extremely expensive, it is not a problem with the support of the Jiangnan 

chaebol. 

But three billion, this is obviously Cai Guofu’s lion’s big opening, sitting on the ground and raising the 

price. 

“I don’t know what the second option Mr. Cai said?” Bai Yi continued to ask with an ugly face And 

hearing this, Cai Guofu’s smile was filled with a hint of lewdness. 

He glanced at Bai Yi’s delicate and elegant body, smiled and said: 

“The second choice, no money!” 

What! 

for free? 

 

Bai Yi was taken aback, and just before she understood what Cai Guofu meant, Cai Guofu’s voice 

continued. 

“Just you!” 

Wow… 

Just you! 

Hearing this, Bai Yi’s complexion changed. She rubbed her whole body, got up from the chair, and stared 

at Cai Guofu with a gloomy face and asked: “Cai, I am a married woman, please Self-respect!” 



Bai Yi’s reaction was extremely intense. 

It just fell in the eyes of Cai Guofu, but it made the fire in his heart more and more concentrated. 

“Married woman? Hahaha…Miss Bai Yi, you are wrong. After today, you will be just a widow!” 

 

“So, why don’t you agree to my second choice! You don’t need to pay a penny, just If you are willing to 

be my woman, then the Blue Ocean Building will give it to you, how about it?” 

Cai Guofu completely tore off his disguise at this moment. 

The evil in that voice is chilling. 

However, what made Bai Yi even more angry was what Cai Guofu said. 

After today, is it a widow? 

This sentence means that Lin Fan…is in danger! 

“Cai Guofu, you…what do you mean?” 

Bai Yi was completely panicked. 


